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Wholesale and Retail

Würzburg is a trading town. Chain stores and owner-run shops, large-scale retailers and the rather small specialty shops provide a he
mix. The inhabitants of city and district numbering nearly 300,000, are an abundant customer base. The Würzburg region is also hom
multitude of companies, whose services and trade relations reach far beyond regional borders.

Since 2009, for example, Würzburg has been accommodating a branch of Swedish furniture giant IKEA. And with the Technidirekt inte
shop, Würzburg has welcomed one of Europe's topselling consigners of consumer electronics.

Ebert+Jacobi GmbH & Co. KG

On the pharmaceutical wholsale market, Ebert+Jacobi is the link between pharmaceutical industry and the drugstore around the corn
From six sites, the family-run enterprise supplies 2,800 drugstores located in the south of Germany - reliably and always on time.

EDEKA Handelsgesellschaft Nordbayern-Sachsen-Thüringen mbH

Freshness and availability are the central issues of the largest food retailer in Germany: the EDEKA headquarters in Rottendorf/Würzb
manage their logistic tasks for northern Bavaria, Saxony and Thuringia with several warehouses.

Frankonia Handels GmbH & Co. KG

Frankonia is the German marketleader in the hunting and shooting sport business. The company is headquartered in Rottendorf/Wür
and belongs to the international network of the Otto group. With its extraordinary sales mix of hunting equipment, functional clothing
classic_elegant fashion, the well-established company has adopted a specialist concept with high growth rates.

IKEA Würzburg

IKEA offers stylish yet functional furniture at prices so favorable that almost everybody can afford them. IKEA Würzburg present their
products on a sales area of 20,500 square meters. Besides their interior design expertise, the furniture house focuses on sustainabilit
the protection of our environment. The building, for example, uses high-tech equipment geared to save the environment.

memo AG

memo with headquarters in Greußenheim is a mail - order house for ecologically and socially compatible products for offices, school
household and promotional purposes. The more than 10,000 articles including their own memo brand show that sustainable product
compare well against the prices and qualities of conventional products. memo has already been awarded several prizes for their
commitment and dedication to people, environment and climate.

s. Oliver

From the first retail shop in 1969 to the leading fashion company of today – that is the story of success of s.Oliver Bernd Freier. In just
few decades, the group has developed into a fashion designer and producer of lifestyle products for the whole family, known and
appreciated all over Europe. s.Oliver currently runs over 1,000 shops, 240 stores and almost 50 megastores.

Technikdirekt

Technikdirekt is the internet shop of the Duttenhofer group and belongs to the best-selling shippers of consumer electronics in Europ
More than 20,000 items can be ordered directly from stock at Technikdirekt and are consigned within just a few days all over Europe. 
course, it is also possible to pick the ordered product up at the Technikdirekt pick-up center in the Mainfranken park.
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Kontakt

Fachbereich Wirtschaft, Wissenschaft und Standortmarketing
Rückermainstraße 2
97070 Würzburg
Tel: 0931 - 37 23 19
Fax: 0931 - 37 34 23
wirtschaftsfoerderung@stadt.wuerzburg.de

Öffnungszeiten

Mo - Do: 08:30 - 17:00 Uhr
Fr: 08:30 - 13:00 Uhr

    

Stadt Würzburg
Rückermainstraße 2
97070 Würzburg
Tel: 09 31/ 37-0
Fax: 09 31/ 37 33 73
info@stadt.wuerzburg.de

Tourist Information & Ticket Service
im Falkenhaus am Markt
97070 Würzburg
Tel. +49 (0)9 31/ 37 23 35 (Tourist Information)
Fax +49 (0)9 31/ 37 36 52
tourismus@wuerzburg.de
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